Entering a special dynamic mark (or your own)

**PMX** provides the usual gamut of dynamic marks, such as *f, pp, fp, sfz* etc. But in special cases you may want to use a mark that **PMX** does not provide by default. *fz* is a case in point (used in a piece by Edvard Grieg, as was pointed out to me in this context by Terrence Enger). It is of course possible to simply use the ‘arbitrary text’ feature of the dynamic mark, writing *D"fz”*, for example — but the font is different from that in *Dsfz*.

Don Simons has explained to Terrence that this is quite easy to provide, using the appropriate font (which is provided anyway by **PMX**): simply write *D"\ppff fz”*, and you are done. So on behalf of Terrence and Don, I am presenting it here.

Here is a short example:

```
a Dsfz b D"\ppff fz” c D"\ppff my own"
```
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